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Abstract

The aim of this project was creation of the mathematical model and application of the
simulation of dispersion of vehicular air pollution in urban area. The objective of the
project was to develop an application, which time and memory complexity would allow
operate on most of the personal computers. The final application is created as a result of
integration of two projects concerning development of the simulation and development
of the visualisation and user interface (Kawulok, 2001).

A grid of squares is used to model the area of the city. Movements of particles of
pollutants between squares are modelled using the solution of diffuse differential
equation developed to the requirements of three dimensions of the city and the
simulation. The final form of the simulation was adjusted to the real conditions using
available data sets of the measurements.

Development of the project’s software covers implementation of the simulation and
implementation of the database including input data of the simulation. The
implementation of the application was carried out carefully with the special
consideration of the efficiency objectives of the project.

There are two areas of the future development of the application. The first one may
include improvement of the results of existing application using new available
measurements. The other one covers addition of new, more advanced functionality
considering bigger set of the input data of the simulation.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.1. Modelling
Development of computer technology opened a way for new challenges for the
computer sciences. There are plenty of areas where the processing power of present
computers can be used. One of these areas is modelling of the surrounding world. It is
possible to simulate different processes and observe their results. It is also possible to
predict in this way the behaviour of the real phenomena.

These powerful possibilities laid the foundations for interest in the project topic given
by Professor Andrzej Bargiela. Creation of the model and implementation of the
simulation of the pollution dispersion in the urban area is the project, which in
combination with two other projects will create a fully functional, interactive simulator.
Dariusz Garbowski will create an application extracting heights of the buildings, which
are crucial input data for the simulator. Michal Kawulok will create a user interface and
implement a visualisation of the results of the simulation. Figure 1. shows the structure
of the whole system.
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Figure 1. The structure of the system

1.2. Types of models of dispersion of air pollution
The increasing intensity of the traffic made the issue of the traffic pollution very
important and well examined. A wide range of dispersion models has been created
throughout the years. So, it is possible then to distinguish many groups of these models
according to the different aspects they consider.

1.2.1. Division by methodology
There are three main approaches to dispersion modelling (Matzoros and Van Vliet,
1992).

-

Eulerian approach

Continuity equations are used in this approach, to describe physical and chemical
processes spreading the pollution.

-

Lagrangian approach

This approach uses a probabilistic description of the moving particles of pollutants.
Particle is a large set of molecules, which may be treated as a one object. The
distribution of the pollutants resulting from this approach has usually a shape of a
gaussian bell, thus these kinds of models are called gaussian models.

-

Statistical approach

Statistical dependencies between the emission of pollutants, meteorological
conditions and the existing concentration are used in this approach.
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1.2.2. Division by size
Models of different size are created depending on the level of accuracy that is needed to
be achieved (DETR).

-

Screening models

These are simple models which have meteorological conditions included in them.
Therefore the set of input data is decreased to minimum.

-

Intermediate models

These require more input information (meteorological conditions, different types of
sources) and are mainly computer-based models. However, they do not need a
scientific approach characteristic for advanced models.

-

Advanced models

These models are very complex and may even need the huge processing power of a
super computer. They consider very detailed and a wide range of input data. It is
possible to receive different scenarios depending on weather conditions, terrain
features and photochemical characteristics of the pollutants.

1.3. The Project
The model that is created will use the results of previous research but adjustments will
be needed and new ideas will stem from the peculiarity of this particular project.

1.3.1. Project objectives
The objective of the project was to create a model, which would be implemented for the
personal computer. It is also important that the simulation will co-operate with the
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visualisation created in the other project. It implies that the time of work of simulation
should be reasonably short in order to make visible the changes of the pollutants
density.

The other objective was that the simulation should be more a highly visual and
interactive tool then a scientifically accurate device. It was not required for the needs of
the project to distinguish different types of pollutants and analyse behaviour of inert or
reactive gases. Therefore it was decided to treat the pollutants as a one gas.

1.3.2. Input data
The input data for the simulation will be delivered by applications created in the two
parallel projects.

Application extracting information about the buildings on the basis of photographs will
deliver static data. Height of the buildings, length of straight segments of roads and
width of roads will not change during the simulation.

The variable input data will be introduced to the simulator through the user interface
created in the second parallel project. Emission of pollutants and weather conditions,
like wind direction and velocity may change during simulation and may be changed by
a user in order to receive different conditions in several simulation cycles.

It was decided to abandon, for simplicity of the model, the idea of taking into
consideration the peculiar characteristics of different pollutants and terrain features such
as hills or valleys, although building heights will be considered.
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1.3.3. The project
The objectives stated above gave the view of the model that should be implemented.
The application of the simulator pointed its size. Also the amount of available input data
indicated that the created model should be intermediate.

The natural choice was to create a lagrangian model. This type of models is the most
widely used. The additional correctness will hopefully introduce an application of
empirical approach and use of databases available on the World Wide Web sites. The
specific characteristics of the implemented solution will be described in detail in
Chapter 3.
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Chapter 2 – Limitations

2.1. Limitations of abandoned approaches
Analysis of the possible approaches to the problem of dispersion of air pollution led to
the selection of the most appropriate one. Following paragraphs justify the
abandonment of the other existing approaches.

2.1.1. Limitations of a screening model
Development of the screening model would be the simplest of the possible ways of
creating a simulation. Objective of the project was to create a simulation, which would
be universal and interactive with a user. It means that a user should have a possibility to
choose appropriate meteorological conditions and quantity of emission of the pollutants.
Idea of the simulation on the larger area, like the area of the city introduces also another
complexity to the project. The arguments quoted above justify why the model and the
simulation that are to be created in this project should not be treated as the screening
ones.

2.1.2. Limitations of an advanced model
“Simulation is the process of imitating the behaviour of the real system by constructing
and experimenting with a model which is only a simplified representation of the
system”
(Neelamkavil, 1987).

It is then always a question of how faithfully should the simulation reflect the reality.
The spread of pollution is a very complex process. It is possible to consider many
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factors that impact the dispersion of pollutants. Some of the advanced models use input
data that include (DETR):
-

features of terrain on which a simulation takes place;

-

photochemical characteristics of pollutants which allow the calculation of the ratio
of different pollutants changes with time;

There is also another source of complexity of advanced models. The general models are
very often able to simulate the dispersion of pollution from different sources and for
different terrain features. The goal of the project is to create the simulation of dispersion
of vehicular pollution. Therefore it is not needed to consider point or area sources of
pollution, like a chimney of the power plant or a burning forest. There is also no need to
join too many facilities in one application. It could increase the complexity of the
application and make the objective of efficiency difficult to achieve.

Applications, which require so detailed input data and join many different possible
conditions of simulation, need a lot of processing power and time to produce the results
of the simulation. There are models, which predict an implementation on the computers
like Cray or Silicon Graphics. This project does not require as scientific an approach as
advanced models posses. It also assumes a use of personal computers that disqualifies
too complex solutions.

2.1.3. Limitations of eulerian approach
The characteristic feature of the eulerian approach is a use of the continuity equations
describing the process of the pollution dispersion. Such equations are very difficult to
analyse and to use to the development of the computer based application.
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The other disqualifying disadvantage of the eulerian approach noticed during the
research part of the project was lack of available literature concerning this topic.
Considering time constraints of the project it was decided to develop the approach that
was better documented in literature.

2.1.4. Limitations of the statistical approach
A statistical approach allows the creation of a very reliable model considering many
specific features characteristic for a given area. It however, needs a detailed data set of
the measurements from many sensors placed across the city. Such data set was not
available during the development of the project.

Another issue is reliability of the model for another area, different from the one that was
used for the development of the statistical model. It may be better to build more general
structure that could be easier adjusted to the different conditions of simulation.

2.2. Limitations of the lagrangian model
Chapter 1 contains a division of the models by methodology. It was also written that,
among the presented approaches the lagrangian model, which describes movements of
particles is used most often. This paragraph will give the mathematical foundations of
the lagrangian approach and its limitations.

2.2.1. Diffuse Equation
The differential equation shown below (The Universal Library, 1988-1992) may help to
build the needed model.
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(1)

It is needed to quantify the equation for the needs of the model:

A stability criterion of this scheme has a form:

The model shown above may describe many processes, for example spread of
temperature in a metal rod (Skowronek et al. 1997), (Acton and Squire, 1985). It may be
also used to describe dispersion of pollution from the point source, and the equation (1)
is even called “diffuse equation” in literature (Aris, 1978), (The Universal Library,
1988-1992).

Unfortunately, it does not solve the problem of modelling the spread of pollution in the
project yet. It has to be considered that a town is not linear and the one dimensional
model cannot be applied to the simulation that is needed. Unfortunately, two
dimensions are still not enough for the model, which must be created in this project.

The area of the city is an urban area. Streets surrounded by the buildings may be seen as
canyons and that is how they are called in literature. Conditions in the street canyon are
different then on the open area. If the wind has, for example, direction perpendicular to
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the axis of the road, the velocity of the wind at a street level is lower then the velocity of
the wind at a rooftop level (Matzoros and Van Vliet, 1992).

The subject of particular interest of the simulation is ground level concentration because
this is the level where people live and where pollution has the greatest impact on their
lives. This could suggest that the third dimension is abandoned. However, pollution
cannot spread through the buildings, it has to go above them. Therefore it is necessary
to consider the height of the buildings that introduces the third dimension into the
simulation.

2.2.2. Lagrangian model vs. complexity of the process
The lagrangian model is a very ideal representation of the real system. There are many
problems that should be taken into consideration if the aim is to create an accurate
model.

It is easy to notice that moving cars produce an additional wind. The classic lagrangian
model does not consider this turbulence. Therefore, if such a model were implemented
pollution would spread only in the downwind direction, which is an idealisation of
reality (Matzoros, Van Vliet, 1992).

2.3. Limitations of the existing solutions
Traffic pollution is not a completely new problem. There was created a number of
different models and applications among the years. This paragraph presents a few
existing solutions and explains why it was not possible to apply them to this project.
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2.3.1. AEOLIUS
Assessing the Environment of Locations in Urban Streets (Met Office), (DETR) model
calculates the concentration of pollutants at the kerbside level in one street. The input
data include: width of the street, height of the buildings, intensity of traffic, wind speed
and a kind of pollutant which concentration should be modelled. Both AEOLIUS and
AEOLIUSF, more advanced version of the described model, calculate a concentration
of pollution only in one street. They consider the height of the buildings but this
information is needed only to calculate a wind speed inside a street canyon. The
objective of this project is to create the model simulating a concentration of pollution
not only in one or more streets but also on the area between the streets.

The second difference between AEOLIUS and the application created in this project is
the way of presentation of the results. AEOLIUS presents the calculated concentration
as a set of numbers what is rather the least interesting of the possible ways of the results
illustration. The results of the simulation, which will be implemented in this project,
will be visualised on a map of a city. Presentation of the pollution as a picture, where
different colours reflect different density of pollution, is much more expressive. It also
lets the user recognise the situation without analysing the quantity of numbers, what is
particularly important if the results come from many streets.

The user interface, opposite to the AEOLIUS, will be a graphical one, providing a very
convenient service of the simulator. Created in another project (Kawulok 2001) the
visualisation and the graphical user interface are undoubtedly very important and
integral part of the simulation.
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2.3.2. Model of Matzoros and Van Vliet
Matzoros and Van Vliet (1992) proposed the modified gaussian model, which
considered many factors omitted by the original gaussian approach. The model lets
calculate a concentration of pollution in a given point on the plane depending on the
modified wind speed in a street canyon and turbulence caused by the cars. It, however,
does not give an answer how the pollution is dispersed above the boundary of buildings
placed along the street.

The other problem introduces the way in which the model was described. Matzoros and
Van Vliet use an analytical equation describing a modified normal distribution. The
concentration calculated in this way is a stabilised density of pollution after a longer
period of time, when the emission of pollutants is constant. This approach is good if
only one street is considered. This project requires a discreet approach what allows to
consider more than one entity.
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Chapter 3 - New ideas

3.1. Representation of the town and street network
The created application should operate over the area of a city. The first problem that
was encountered when the specification started to be developed was therefore the way
that the city should be represented. As a result of discussion and agreement between the
authors of the parallel projects a structure of two layers was created, which contain a set
of street segments and a set of squares.

3.1.1. Street segments
Street segment is a straight section of the road. Buildings on each side of this section
have the same height. Street segments are created on the basis of the input information
collected from the file created by the application extracting information about the streets
and their surrounding from the photos (Garbowski 2001). Each segment contains coordinates of its beginning and end, what lets treat the segment as a vector on a plane.
Each segment is assigned to an emission function that represents a quantity of emitted
pollution per second. Figure 2. depicts the characteristics of a street segment.

(x1,y1
)

Hl
Hr

(x0,y0
)

(x0,y0
)

Figure 2. Street segment
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3.1.2. Squares
The street network in a city is represented by a set of street segments, whereas a grid of
squares covers the whole area of the city. Squares are created on the basis of the street
segments and are a basic data structure used during the simulation.

Figure 3. A grid of squares on a map of a city

Discretisation of the town area has a few advantages:
-

it makes modelling of the spread of pollution more intuitive;

-

it allows use of the diffuse equation;

-

it facilitates visualisation of the process;

Each square contains a calculated concentration of pollutants and spreads pollution to
the adjacent squares. The most important are source squares, which cover the area of a
street segment. As their name points, they are emitters of pollution. They also contain
information about the buildings placed on the sides of the street. It was decided to
consider a street not as a linear source, what seems to be an intuitive approach, but as a
set of point sources, settled in the middle of each source square, creating a street. The
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chosen representation is natural for the discreet approach, which characterises the whole
model.

Creating the grid of squares it was needed to consider two aspects and find a right
balance between them. One aspect is that the smaller mesh is created, the more accurate
may be the simulation. On the other hand, it is needed to remember about the time and
memory constraints. A big number of squares may be processed for too long time and
may require too much memory considering the objectives of the project. It was then
decided to create a square grid of the edge of 2 km where an edge of a single square in
the grid is 20 m long. This reasonable assumption gave a convenient contingency and
flexibility precious for the development of the project.

3.1.3. Database
Database is a very convenient and efficient junction between two parallel projects
concerning creation of visualisation and user interface (Kawulok 2001), and the
simulation (Figure 1).

Database is an object-oriented one and contains, described in the previous paragraphs,
street segments, squares and emission functions. Communication between the
simulation, and visualisation and user interface, is provided mainly through the
database. New input data required by a user and the results of the simulation are stored
in the database and used by one of the sides.
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3.2. Dispersion of pollution
When the representation of the area of simulation is established it is possible to start
building the model of the dispersion of pollution. This paragraph describes an evolution
of ideas that gave the final approach to the modelling issue.

3.2.1. Adjustment of the solution of Diffuse Equation to the requirements of three
dimensions
Paragraph 2.1.1. describes the limitations of Diffuse Equation as not enough general
approach to the problem of modelling the dispersion of pollution in urban area.
Paragraphs below describe how the solution of this equation was adjusted to the
requirements of the project.

3.2.1.1 Second dimension
There was described an application of Diffuse Equation to the problem of spread of
temperature in an isolated metal rod (Skowronek et al. 1997), (Acton and Squire, 1985)
in paragraph 2.1.1. It is possible to depict this situation as it is shown on Figure 4.
According to the solution of the Diffuse Equation a change of temperature in a grey
square depends on its own temperature and the temperature of two adjacent squares in
the previous time step.

Ti-1

Ti

Ti+1

Figure 4. Spread of temperature in a metal rod

(1)
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Next, if the discussion is moved from one dimension of a metal rod to two dimensions
of a plane it is possible to depict the area of interest for the discussion as shown below
on Figure 5. This time, a change of concentration of pollution, not temperature is
considered but it does not introduce any change to the discussion because both of the
phenomena may be modelled with Diffuse Equation. Assuming that a change of
concentration of pollutants in a grey square depends on the concentration in this square
and in the adjacent white squares in a previous state, it is possible to show the process
as on the Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Considered part of the grid on a plane
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Figure 6. Spread of pollution in a grid of squares

It is shown on the Figure 6. that the grey square exchanges pollution with adjacent
squares but white squares do not interact with each other. It is possible then to
distinguish four axes across the analysed part of grid. If each of the axes will be drawn
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separately, what is shown on the Figure 7., it is easy to notice that the situation given as
a result is similar to the problem of the spread of temperature in a metal rod.
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Figure 7. Division of a square grid in to the linear sections

For each of the drawn sections it is possible to write a difference equation similar to
equation (1).

(2)

Diffusion coefficients Di depend in this case on meteorological conditions, like wind,
temperature or precipitation and it will be described in the next paragraph.
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The result of summing four equations written above (2) is an equation for the change of
pollution in the grey square in n+1 time step.

(3)

where i = 0,2,4,6
j = 1,3,5,7

Such calculation may be carried out for each square in a grid and after n time steps it
will produce a sight of concentration on a given flat area. This is however, only a half of
success because the simulation being developed in this project requires an urban area,
which cannot be considered as a flat one.

3.2.1.2. Third dimension
In the previous paragraph it was shown how it is possible to model a dispersion of air
pollution on a flat area. The next step is to calculate how the pollution spreads on a
terrain of a city.

There is needed an additional assumption to derive a proper relation. With reference to
the previous discussion, the area of the simulation will be modelled with the grid of
squares. As it was written in a paragraph 3.1.2 squares may be a source of pollution and
they model the streets. The width of a street may be then represented in a simulation as
19

a multiple of the width of a square, whereas buildings along the street may be
considered only on the border between two adjacent squares (Figure 8.)

Figure 8. Representation of the buildings in the simulation

The model of Janson, Buckels and Peterson (1991), and the model of Matzoros and
VanVliet (1992) treat that the dispersion of pollution in vertical direction and in the
direction perpendicular to the direction of wind are the same or similar. It led to a
simplifying assumption that the concentration between two points separated by the
buildings may be calculated considering the effective way of pollutants showed on the
Figure 9.

h

x
Figure 9. Distance that pollution has to cover between two squares separated by the
building
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It is possible then to apply a diffuse equation to the problem again. It is needed to
calculate the effective distance, which must be covered by the pollutants:

(4)

Then, use this quantity as an adequate Δxi or Δxj instead of Δx1 or Δx2 in the altered
equation (3) derived in the previous paragraph.

3.2.2. Stability criterion
At the moment a mathematical model is created. In order to simulate the process of
dispersion of pollution it is needed to perform a number of steps, where during each
step there will be calculated a new concentration in each square in a grid. Each step of
the simulation is adequate to a time interval in reality. If too long intervals are assumed,
the process of simulation will be unstable, what may lead to the situation when the
density of pollutants in a city would be too high to enable a live or vegetation of any
creature. Too short time interval increases a time complexity of the simulation.
Simulating, in example, an hourly concentration there may be a need to perform dozens
or hundreds of steps, what for the bigger area of simulation may consume a significant
time period. It is essential then to find the biggest possible time interval that guarantees
a stability of the process of the simulation.

Conditions of the stability of the simulation are characterised by a stability criterion.
The stability criterion for the model derived from the Diffuse Equation has a form:
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The model created in this project modifies the solution of the Diffuse Equation and
therefore it is needed also to modify the stability criterion of the simulation to a form:

where i = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7;

3.2.3. Final form of the model
Previous paragraphs give a solution of the problem how to calculate the quantity of
pollution that is moved to the adjacent squares. Therefore, the major problem of the
simulation has been solved and it is possible to write the final form of the model. The
next state of the concentration of pollution in a square will be calculated as a sum of the
concentration of pollution in a previous state, quantity of emitted pollution, if there was
any, and the quantity of pollution that was moved from the square or into the square.
This moved pollution, may be stated as:

ΔC = Δ1C +Δ2C

A form of the Δ1C was derived in the previous paragraphs. It is not, however, a whole
pollution that is being moved from the square. A part of pollutants is dispersed not to
the adjacent squares but higher and creates so called “background concentration”. This
quantity is moved so far that it may be considered as lost for the interest of the model.
The value of the concentration that is lost for the model depends on the meteorological
conditions, which are represented in the model by the diffuse coefficients and on the
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concentration of pollution in the previous state. Thus, it is possible to write the value
Δ2C as:

Δ2C = DC

The final form of the model, which was created in order to implement a simulation of
dispersion of the air pollution, is as follows:

Cn = En-1 + Cn-1 + ΔCn-1
where
E n-1 is the quantity of pollution that was emitted in a square.
C n-1 is the concentration of pollution in a square in a previous state.
ΔC n-1 is a quantity of pollution that was moved from the square or into the square.

ΔC n-1 = Δ1C n-1 + Δ2C n-1
where
Δ1C n-1 is a quantity of pollution that was moved from the square to its adjacent squares
or in the opposite direction and it is calculated from the equation:

Δ2C n-1 is a quantity of pollution that was moved up from the square and may be treated
as lost for the interest of the model what:
Δ2C n-1 = DC n-1
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3.2.4. Complexity of the presented approach
Undoubtedly an advantage of the presented model is its low computational complexity.
In each step of the simulation calculations of the concentration of pollution in one
square are provided only once. Change of the concentration in each square depends only
on a constant number of eight adjacent squares. Therefore it is possible to write a
complexity of the process for the whole grid as:

where n – number of squares, I – initialisation, C – calculation, Cr – correction

What gives the complexity of the order:

Thus the complexity of the process depends linearly on the number of squares. It means
that in this project, where a grid of squares is also a square the complexity of the
process depends on a square of the number of squares on the edge of the grid of squares.

3.3. Empirical adjustment
A mathematical issue of the simulation, which is to be implemented during this project,
has been solved. There is however, one more issue in the presented model. It is needed
to define diffuse coefficients Di. These coefficients characterise the ability to spread
pollution from a given square to its neighbours and vice versa. They depend on the
meteorological conditions, like velocity and direction of wind or temperature.

On the World Wide Web are available databases (Department of Atmospheric
Environment, 2001) that contain measurements of the concentration of pollution and
meteorological conditions. Measurements were made in three different towns in Europe
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throughout the year. It was decided to use a statistical approach and derive dependency
of diffuse coefficients on wind and temperature using data gathered at one of these
streets.

3.3.1. Wind
There were two possibilities to determine the dependency of the pollution concentration
on wind. One way was to use previously derived equation stated in literature, the other,
to try to define this dependency on the basis of the available data. It was decided to join
in some way both of these possibilities.

Pre-processed data gathered at Goett street (Department of Atmospheric Environment,
2001) were used in order to compare available equation with the dependency that was
measured. The measurements for different wind velocity were extracted and ratio of
concentration to emission (C/E) was calculated. It let receive a quantity independent
from the absolute changes of emission and concentration of pollution. Next, for each
range of wind velocity, average ratio C/E was calculated. Comparing the results of
calculations it is possible to get a picture, how the concentration of pollution changes
with a change of wind velocity. It is also possible then, to relate the results received
from measurements to the presented below equation suggested by Hickman and Colwill
(1982) and stated in the work of Matzoros and Van Vliet (1992).

where v is a rooftop level wind velocity
u is a street level wind velocity
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Such comparison is shown in the table below and visualised on Figure 10.

Rooftop level
wind velocity
[m/s]

Street level
wind velocity
[m/s]

1
2
3
4
5

1.43
2.47
3.26
3.88
4.39

Dependency of C/E on
the wind velocity
derived from
measurements
1.03
0.75
0.6
0.51
0.48

Dependency of C/E on
the wind velocity
derived from
calculations
0.98
0.56
0.42
0.36
0.32

Figure 10. Changes of the normalised concentration with wind velocity. Comparison
between the results derived from measurements and calculated from the available
equation.

The difference between the dependency that was measured and calculated is not
significant. Therefore, it was decided to use an existing equation, which is finally
implemented in the simulation.
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3.3.2. Temperature
The dependency of the concentration of pollution on temperature was not included in
any of the articles known to the author of the project. Therefore, it was needed to derive
such dependency on the basis of available measurements. Pre-processed data from Goett
street (Department of Atmospheric Environment, 2001) were used also in this case.
Measurements, when the wind velocity was close to 0 were extracted from the data set
and the ratio of concentration to emission was calculated. A line of trend was applied to
the quantities that were received in this way, what is shown on Figure 11.

Figure 11. Dependence of normalised concentration on temperature.

It gave an equation describing the dependency of the concentration on the temperature.
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The equation lets calculate changes of concentration with temperature for the given
emission. An equivalent equation giving adequate changes in the units of simulation
was implemented in the application.

The dependency of the simulation on temperature and wind velocity is the most
sensitive part of the model because behaviour of these factors may differ with the area,
which is simulated. It should however, let created model produce the results similar to
the measurements of concentration on a real street. The implementation of the model
described in this chapter and the results produced by the created simulation are shown
in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4 – Software Development

4.1. Introduction
The main objective of the project was to create a simulation of dispersion of pollution in
urban area. However, the application of the simulation cannot exist on its own.
Therefore, additional software to be used by the simulation, or required during the
development of the simulation was created. It is possible to distinguish the following
pieces of software developed for the needs of this project:
-

Simulation;

-

Database;

-

Application processing measurements from the data sets downloaded from the
internet;

The development of the simulation and the database will be described in detail in the
following paragraphs. The application extracting data is only a supporting tool and was
used to extract measurements according to the weather conditions, which were needed
to adjust the simulation to the real conditions.

4.2. Object oriented approach and a programming language
It was decided to use an object oriented approach for the development of the
application. The entities that are to be modelled are very clear and make the use of this
approach legitimate. The object oriented approach allows the building of intuitive
structures, which are particularly useful for database implementation. The object
oriented approach also simplified the analysis of the created application.
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All pieces of software are developed in C++ language using Microsoft Visual C++®
version 6.0 compiler. It was decided to use this programming tool for two reasons. The
first one is due to the choice of the object oriented approach to the created system. The
second reason is knowledge of the C++ language by the authors of two parts of the
project (regarding simulation and visualisation (Kawulok, 2001)), and their experience
gained while using this language to develop previous projects. Also, debugging
facilities provided by Visual C++® are very helpful and were appreciated during the
implementation of the application. Additionally, Visual C++® supports creation of a
professional Graphical User Interface, which was important for the visualisation part of
the project.

4.3. Structure of the simulation
All the functions used to simulate the process of dispersion of air pollution are included
in one class, Csimulation. The body of this class and its methods is included in
Appendix B. The process of simulation is triggered by the main application. Each time a
period of ten minutes is simulated what needs a number of basic, one interval taking
simulations to be performed. A length of the interval depends on the stability of the
simulation.

The function triggered by the main application and the basic simulation is stated below.
Both of the functions are written in a pseudo-code and each of them is stated as a one
procedure in order to show the process more clearly.
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simulation()
{
set_meteorological_conditions
initiate_values_of_concentration
while( the_period_of_ten_minutes_is_simulated )
{
perform_a_step_of_the_basic_simulation
while( simulation_is_not_stable )
{
change_diffuse_coefficients
perform_a_step_of_the_basic_simulation
}
prepare_the_next_step_of_the_simulation
}
}

basic_simulation()
{
for( each_square_in_a_grid )
{
calculate_the_pollution_that_is_moved
calculate_the_pollution_that_is_lost
calculate_the_emission_at_a_given_time
get_the_concentration_in_a_previous_step
calculate_the_concentration_in_an_actual_state
}
set_the_value_of_concentration_in_the_boundary_squares
}

A real algorithm was divided into the sections adequate to the parts of the mathematical
model in the similar manner that it is shown in the pseudo-code version. This makes the
algorithm clear and intuitive. As it can be seen, the implementation of the process of
simulation is not too complex. The creation of the mathematical model and its empirical
adjustment needed, however, a lot of work and time.

4.4. Simulation development lifecycle
The final form of the simulation was known from the beginning of the project. It was
clear that the result of the work should be the simulation of dispersion of pollution in an
urban area, which should work appropriately to the rules given in the main objectives
stated in Chapter 1. However, the author of the simulation had no experience in
environmental engineering and physics of gas dynamics. The way of how to model the
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phenomena of dispersion and how to depict all the factors contributing in this process
was therefore ambiguous. In particular, knowledge about the modelled process was
gained during the research part of the project but the area of the issue is so broad that it
was necessary to strengthen the gained knowledge. It was also decided not to create the
simulation in one go. This simplified the assessment of the impact of each factor on the
simulation. Considering these facts it was decided to develop the simulation in an
incremental way. This allowed work to continue while increasing knowledge about the
next factors to be implemented. It also allowed concentration on the individual factor,
currently being implemented. The points below describe increments of the system
development:
-

creation of the basic model of dispersion of pollution and implementation of the
simple simulation considering only one street;

-

addition of the implementation of the buildings and appropriate simulation of
dispersion in street canyons;

-

addition of the wind implementation and appropriate simulation of dispersion
according to the wind velocity and direction;

-

addition of the implementation of the dependence of emission on concentration;

-

integration of the implemented simulation with the visualisation and user interface
(Kawulok, 2001);

-

calibration of the created simulation and adjustment to the real conditions;

4.5. Increments of the development of the simulation
Each increment of the development cycle of the simulation introduced some problems
that had to be solved. Testing after these increments allowed revealing mistakes and
improvement of the quality of the simulation. The details and results of testing after
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some of the increments and the counter-measures that were taken are given in the
following paragraphs.

4.5.1. Basic model
Testing of the implementation of the basic model was provided on a small grid of
squares (11 by 11) covering only one, straight street. The first run of the program
showed huge distortions of the quantity of pollution spread on the edges of the grid. It
was difficult to model a continuous dispersion of pollution beyond the grid. That
resulted in the disappearance or strong accumulation of pollutants in the boundary
squares. The problem was finally solved by accurate distinction between possible cases
of dispersion and appropriate calculation for each case, and by creating an additional
boundary layer of squares. This buffer makes any distortions weaker and less visible.

Figure 12. The results of the simulation showed in a numerical form with a visible
boundary effect
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Figure 13. The results of the simulation showed in a numerical form with the boundary
effect solved

4.5.2. Implementation of the buildings
Simulation of dispersion of pollution in street canyons is included in a basic model.
There was needed, however, an implementation of required functionality in the
database. Therefore, the implementation of buildings is treated as a separate increment.

The results of the simulation when there were buildings placed along the street did not
look intuitive. Analysing the problem led to discovery of a significant mistake in the
implementation of the basic model. The error took very little place in a code but made a
huge difference in results of the simulation.
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Figure 14. A cross section of a street before the identification of an error in the code of
simulation. Comparison of a shape of a plume without buildings along the street and
with implemented buildings.

Figure 15. A cross section of a street after the correction of an error in the code of
simulation. Comparison of a shape of a plume without buildings along the street and
with implemented buildings.
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4.5.3. Implementation of wind
Implementation of meteorological conditions was another step in the development
cycle. Addition of wind to the simulation forced the author of the project to finally solve
the problem, which was predicted by the equations of the created model. Increase of the
strength of wind caused an increase of the dispersion what led to the loss of stability by
the simulation.

The stability criterion (paragraph 3.2.2.) shows that there are two solutions to this
problem. The first one is to increase the length of an edge of the squares creating the
grid. It would, however, lead to the loss of accuracy of the simulation and cause great
problems with the communication between simulation and visualisation of the process.
The second possibility is to decrease the dispersion coefficients and increase the number
of iterations which simulate one, ten minutes long frame. This solution is easy to
implement but makes the simulation take more time when the wind is stronger.

Considering that very strong winds are not too common and that the time of the
simulation at these conditions is long but acceptable, it was decided to implement the
second solution. Every time when the simulation becomes unstable, the diffusion
coefficients are divided by 2 and the number of iterations simulating one frame is
multiplied by 2. The emission of pollutants is also changed in an appropriate way.
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Figure 16. Unstable simulation at a strong wind.

Figure 17. Stable simulation at a strong wind.
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4.6. Structure of the database
The database contains four data structures and methods getting and setting attributes of
the Cdatabase object. The database also contains methods providing calculations on the
implemented structures and creating these structures at the initialisation.

The diagrams below show the structure of the Cdatabase class and information flow
between objects creating the database.

Cdatabase
1,n_streetsegm

1,1
1,n_square

Cstreet_seg
ment

1,m

1,n_function

Csquare

Cfunction

Cconditions

1,n

Figure 18. Class diagram of the database.

1,k

Cstreet_segment

1

1,m

Csquare

1

1,n_square

1

Cfunction

Cconditions

Figure 19. Information flow between objects creating the database.

The code of the Cdatabase class and the other classes being the attributes of the
database is presented in Appendix D.
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4.7. Database development lifecycle
The database was developed in parallel with the simulation. The approach known as a
spiral model (Yeates and Cadle, 1996) was used to create the database because two
main development cycles were needed. During the first one, all functionality needed for
the simulation was implemented and during the second one, all functionality needed for
the visualisation and the user interface (Kawulok, 2001) was added.

During the first circle of the spiral the database was created according to the
requirements of the simulation. At first a grid of squares was created, which is a basic
data structure for the simulation. Next classes containing functions of emission and
weather conditions were created. The structure containing information about the street
segments was created as a last part. It enabled an integration of the simulation with the
visualisation and the user interface (Kawulok, 2001). It also enabled a use of more than
one street and assessment of the previous work from the visual point of view.

Database is used as an interface between the simulation and the visualisation, and the
user interface. Therefore it is the sensitive point of the whole system where two separate
applications meet. Testing of the database was provided after each circle of a spiral,
especially by two authors of the projects from both sides when the applications were
joined together.

4.8. Conclusions
Implementation of the mathematical model was a crowning achievement of the creation
of the model. It uncovered some problems, which were not visible on a sheet of paper
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and needed to be solved in a computer-based application. It also let to be visible the
results of the previous work.

Very important for the final application was integration of the simulation with the
visualisation and the user interface. Both of the authors of these two parts were anxious
about joining the projects. Fortunately, it was managed to integrate the application
without bigger problems and in a relatively short time, what is a sign of a good
communication and cooperation between the projects.
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Chapter 5 – Results and discussion

5.1. Evaluation of the simulation
“Simulating the transport of pollutants within a street canyon is very difficult and
virtually impossible to extrapolate to other sites or times”
Perry J. Samson
(Air Pollution, the Automobile, and Public Health, 1988)

A new model was created and implemented as an application. It was also accurately
tested and adjusted to the real conditions. The creative part of the project is finished and
there is time to find out how closely the simulation managed to approach the
“impossible”. The next paragraphs present the evaluation of the implemented
simulation.

5.1.1. Shape of a plume
At the beginning the shape of the plume created around a street should be assessed. In
order to do it in a proper way, measurements of a quantity of pollution covering not
only a street canyon but also a neighbourhood area of the street are required.
Unfortunately, such measurements were not performed and the only available data come
from the measurements carried out at a street level. Nevertheless, dependencies of the
shape of the plume on different factors are intuitive and it is possible to judge the
performance of the simulation in this way.

The following charts are a result of the simulation of conditions on a single street. They
show a cross section of the street and depict the dependence of the shape of a plume on
the height of the buildings situated along the street, and on wind.
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Figure 20. Shape of a plume created around a street without any buildings on its sides.

Figure 21. Shape of a plume created around a street with the buildings of equal height
(20m) on its sides.
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Figure 22. Shape of a plume created around a street with the buildings of different
height (10m on a left side and 30m on a right side) on its sides.

Figure 23. A collective comparison of the characteristics shown on the previous charts.
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Figure 24. Shape of a plume created around a street with the buildings of equal height
(20m) on its sides when there is blowing a wind of strength 5m/s.

The differences between the shapes of the plume are very well visible and intuitive. The
comparison made on the Figure 21. and the chart on the Figure 22. show that the
performance of the simulation is correct. Pollution decreases very rapidly behind the
barrier of the buildings and do not disperse at all in the up wind direction.

5.1.2. Comparison of the results of the simulation to the real measurements and the
model of Matzoros and Van Vliet.
There was assessed a shape of a plume in the previous paragraph. The next step is
evaluation of the numerical results of the simulation. It is needed to check if the
predictions of the simulation correspond to the real concentration of pollution.

In order to perform such evaluation, real measurements were needed. Finally, data
gathered at Goett street in year 1994 (Department of Atmospheric Environment, 2001)
were used. The data needed to be pre-processed what is described in the paragraph
3.3.1. Emission of pollution, wind and temperature were taken as an input data of the
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simulation. The result of the process was a set of hourly concentrations of pollution.
The pre-processed input data were also used to calculate the concentration predicted by
the model of Matzoros and Van Vliet described in the paragraph 2.3.2.

The emission of pollution, which is an input data of the simulation, and the
concentration predicted during the simulation are scaled from 0 to 100. The value 100
of the concentration corresponds with a standard of the maximum of pollution
concentration in the UK (The UK National Air Quality Information Archive, 2001). The
application simulates dispersion of pollution as dispersion of a one gas. During the
adjustment of the simulation to the real conditions there was used a sum of three gases.
Therefore, the value 0.0119 [g/m3] corresponding with 100 in the simulation is a sum of
the maximal allowed concentrations of carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide and nitrogen
oxides. During the empirical adjustment of the application, it was also decided to use
the quantity of emission 3.8474 [g/s] as the value corresponding with 100 on the scale
of the simulation. A use of the maximal emission leads to the concentration exceeding a
few times the one allowed by the UK standards.

The values of concentration received from the measurements, from the simulation and
from the model of Matzoros and Van Vliet were compared and gave the foundations of
evaluation of the created simulation. Conclusions of the comparison are derived on the
basis of the coefficient of deviation, relative deviation and the coefficient of correlation.

Deviation shows the average difference of the values of concentration between the
measurements and simulation or between the measurements and the model of Matzoros
and Van Vliet.
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where Cmi – measured concentration
Ci – concentration predicted by the simulation or the model
n – the number of measurements

Relative deviation shows how big part (in percentage) of the measured concentration
presents an absolute value of the difference between the measured concentration and the
results of the simulation.

where Cmi – measured concentration
Ci – concentration predicted by the simulation or the model
n – the number of measurements

Correlation shows if the changes of the concentration predicted by the models are
similar to the changes of the measured concentration. The correlation between the two
sets of concentration values was calculated using an appropriate function of the
Microsoft Excel.

Complete sets of the data used to the comparison are included in the Appendix A. The
charts and the coefficients of deviation and correlation are presented in the following
paragraphs.
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5.1.2.1. Comparison for different strength of wind and different temperature
The first part of the performed comparisons covers a few hours long simulations carried
out for different meteorological conditions.

5.1.2.1.1. Low wind velocity
The charts presented as a Figure 23. and Figure 24. show the results of the simulation
for a weak wind of 1m/s and for a different average temperatures.

Figure 25. The results of eight hours simulation. Concentration of pollution when the
wind velocity is 1m/s and the average temperature is 4°C.
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The coefficients calculated for the simulation shown above have a form:
Deviation [g/m3]
Simulation
The model of Matzoros
and Van Vliet

0.007104
0.005747

Relative
deviation [%]
168.2396
139.8847

Correlation
0.126789
-0.01208

Figure 26. The results of nine hours simulation. Concentration of pollution when the
wind velocity is 1m/s and the average temperature is 17°C.
The coefficients calculated for the simulation shown above have a form:
Deviation [g/m3]
Simulation
The model of Matzoros
and Van Vliet

0.005239
0.006435
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Relative
deviation [%]
164.2557
201.3405

Correlation
0.515641
0.422933

5.1.2.1.2. Higher wind velocity
The charts presented as a Figure 25. and Figure 26. show the results of the simulation

for a stronger wind of 5m/s and for a different average temperatures.
Figure 27. The results of six hours simulation. Concentration of pollution when the
wind velocity is 5m/s and the average temperature is 13.7°C.
The coefficients calculated for the simulation shown above have a form:
Deviation [g/m3]
Simulation
The model of Matzoros
and Van Vliet

0.000632
0.000672
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Relative
deviation [%]
18.53531
17.58813

Correlation
0.809278
0.770888

Figure 28. The results of six hours simulation. Concentration of pollution when the
wind velocity is 5m/s and the average temperature is 5.77°C.
The coefficients calculated for the simulation shown above have a form:
Deviation [g/m3]
Simulation
The model of Matzoros
and Van Vliet

0.000368
0.000563

Relative
deviation [%]
12.88828
18.31394

Correlation
0.918882
0.909547

5.1.2.2. Comparison for a day of measurements and simulation
The chart presented below shows the results of the twenty four hours simulation.
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Figure 29. The results of twenty four hours simulation. Concentration of pollution when
the average wind velocity is 5.25m/s and the average temperature is 7.36°C.

The coefficients calculated for the simulation shown above have a form:
Deviation [g/m3]
Simulation
The model of Matzoros
and Van Vliet

0.000529
0.000597

Relative
deviation [%]
28.0661
28.0486

Correlation
0.7777
0.772925

5.1.3. Discussion of the results
The following paragraphs present the discussion of the results received in the
simulation.

5.1.3.1. Simulation and the measurements
The results of the simulations presented in the previous three paragraphs show that the
developed application of the created model works correctly. Behaviour of the
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simulation is adequate to the quantity of emitted pollution and to the meteorological
conditions that were applied.

There is, however noticeable lack of accuracy of the results of the simulation during the
weak wind. Figure 23. and Figure 24. visualise the problem and the tables of
coefficients calculated for each of these simulations show the scale of the inaccuracy,
which is significant. Matzoros and Van Vliet (1992) predicted inaccuracies at the low
wind velocity in their model. Deviations however, were not expected to be so big,
especially knowing the results of comparison showed in the paragraph 3.3.1.

The results of the simulation when the wind velocity is higher match the measurements
much better. The simulation in these conditions is a reliable and effective tool, what is
reflected in a low deviation of predictions from reality and the correlation of these two
concentrations close to one.

5.1.3.2. Simulation and the model of Matzoros and Van Vliet
The results of the predicted concentration received from the performed simulations and
calculated from the model of Matzoros and Van Vliet do not differ in a significant way.
The explanation of this gives the fact that in both of models the wind velocity at a street
level is calculated in the same way. There are some indications that the results of the
created simulation may correlate better with the real concentrations but the differences
between the coefficients calculated for both of models are too small to give an
unambiguous verdict that the created in this project simulation is definitely better.
There cannot be, however passed over the fact that the author of the project had little
experience with the environmental engineering issues, and despite this the results of the
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work correspond with and are even better than the results of the model created by
scientists professionally developing this area of science.

5.2. Efficiency of the application
Previous paragraphs evaluated the results of the simulation. The other very important
aspect of the application is its efficiency. The following paragraphs present the analysis
of the time complexity of the simulation and the memory complexity of the database
used in the application.

5.2.1. Time efficiency
There was carried out a number of measurements in order to evaluate the time
complexity of the simulation.

The time of the calculations of the concentration of pollution depends on wind.
Therefore, the measurements were performed for eight different strengths of wind. The
simulated area was covered by a grid of ten thousand squares and a net of ninety two
street segments. The results of the test are shown in the table below.

Wind [m/s]
0
1
5
10
15
20
25
30

Average number of 10 minutes
frames per 10 seconds
10
9
9
9
6
5
4
3

Average time needed to receive an
hourly concentration [sec]
4.3
5.2
5.3
6.4
9.7
10.9
13.3
17.1

The results of the test show clearly how the strength of wind imposes the time of the
simulation. A part of the time measured and stated in the table takes the visualisation of
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the process. That is why six ten minutes simulations take average more time then one
hourly simulation.

The simulation of the dispersion of pollution when a wind velocity is a quantity
between 0 and 10m/s takes little time. Such wind is typical and it means that in an
average case the simulation is efficient. Unfortunately, conditions when wind is stronger
take more time to simulate and in this case a user need a little patience.

5.2.2. Memory efficiency
The objective of the project was to create an application, which is able to work on a
personal computer. Therefore, the database had to be created carefully in order to be an
efficient, low memory-absorbing tool.

The objective of the project has been reached what is proved by the calculations of the
memory taken by the database of Nottingham created in order to present the final
application. The table presented below, includes the size of the memory taken by each
of the classes creating the database and the possible size of the used database.
The class

The size of the
memory taken by one
object of the class [b]

Csquare
Cstreet_segment
Cfunction
Cconditions

688
168
124
12

The number of
objects in crated
database of
Nottingham
10000
92
10
1

The size of the memory
taken by the objects of
the class in created
database [Kb]
6880
15.456
1.24
12

The total size of the memory taken by the created database of Nottingham is about
6.9Mb. It is not too demanding requirement even for the older personal computers and
for the new ones it is definitely a very small number.
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5.4. Advantages of the created simulation
Apart from the results of the simulation and its technical aspects there are other, very
important advantages of the whole created program.

Application of the box model approach, allow the simulation, in a simple way, of the
whole area of the city covering many different streets. The ideas used in the model
described in Chapter 3, although created for the particular application are not
specialised and their universal character may be used also in the other applications.

Simulation joined together with the visualisation and the user interface (Kawulok, 2001)
is a very convenient and impressive tool. It is not needed to have a broad knowledge
about the problem of dispersion of pollution to use the program and receive reliable
results of the possible concentrations in the street canyons and beyond them. The
simplicity of use and efficiency of the simulation makes the application very convenient
and possible to run on a personal computer. This is the most important advantage and a
good characteristic of the created application. It is easy and convenient to use, it does
not demand an advanced hardware and its results are reliable.
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Chapter 6 – Conclusions and future work

6.1. Conclusions
Discussion of the results included in Chapter 5 shows that the final application meets all
the objectives stated at the beginning of the project.

Mathematical model created in order to implement the simulation is a good
approximation of reality, and after the empirical adjustment it gives as a result
predictions of the concentration comparable with the quantities measured in a real city.
The author of the project made his best to develop a good and professional application
and to create a reliable simulation. These goals have been achieved.

The work over the project let the author of the application understand better the issue of
air pollution in urban area. The main problem of this issue is the complexity of the
process of dispersion of pollution. It depends on the wide range of factors, which are
very often unique and characteristic only for a given place. That is why the author of the
project is proud of the results received in the simulation, especially considering the
quotation stated at the beginning of the paragraph 5.1. Work over the project was a great
challenge and gave the author of the application a lot of satisfaction.

The results of the simulation could be however even better if there was also a
representative of the discipline of environmental engineering involved in the project.
The help of such person would let the author of the project to sacrifice more time and
concentrate more on the issues connected with the creation of the mathematical model
and development of the application.
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6.2. Future work
It is possible to distinguish two ways of the future development of the area of the
project. The first possibility is improvement of the results of the existing simulation.
One of the most troublesome problems that were encountered during the development
of the project was the lack of data, which could be used for adjustment and evaluation
of the simulation. If there were performed measurements of the concentration not only
in the street canyons of the main roads but also behind the barrier of the buildings it
would let the simulation be calibrated better and receive more accurate results.
Unfortunately, there were not available such data during the development of the project.

The second way of the development of the simulation is addition of new functionality to
the existing application. The existing model can be expanded and new factors imposing
dispersion of pollution may be implemented in the simulation. The application
considering the area features or distinguishing different kinds of pollutants and their
reactivity would be more reliable and universal then the existing one. Such development
would need changes in existing program. Especially database would need to be
restructured and broadened, in order to be used with the application considering new
tasks.

Development of the simulation may lead to creation of an application gaining features
of an advanced model. It will increase time and memory requirements of the simulation
and program of this type may need more powerful computers than the ones needed for
the present application.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Complete sets of the data used to the comparison of the simulation with the
measurements and the model of Matzoros and Van Vliet.

Figure 23.
weak wind: 1[m/s]
low temperature: average = 3,93 [C]

Hour
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

temp.
3,3
3,15
3,2
3,3
3,6
4,2
4,75
5,95

wind
1,41
1,31
1,24
1,01
0,73
0,67
0,88
1,48

measurements
emission concentr
1,428228 0,004864
2,227444 0,008101
2,095389 0,006738
2,101783 0,004987
2,155122 0,005335
2,203731 0,005064
2,255572 0,002847
2,207886 0,002934

Simulaiton:
model of Matzoros and Van Vliet:

simulation
concentr
0,008449
0,013328
0,012495
0,012614
0,012614
0,012733
0,012971
0,012495

deviation [g/m3]
0,007104
0,005747

M&V
concentr
0,007438
0,011601
0,010913
0,010946
0,011224
0,011477
0,011747
0,011499

0.01*emission [g/s]
0,014282
0,022274
0,020954
0,021018
0,021551
0,022037
0,022556
0,022079

relative deviation [%] correlation
168,2396
0,126789
139,8847
-0,01208

Figure 24.
weak wind: 1[m/s]
moderate temperature: average = 17
[C]

hour
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

temp.
14,15
14,2
14,9
16,4
18,6
19,05
18,5
19,7
18,15

measurements
simulation M&V
wind
emission concentr concentr
concentr 0.01*emission [g/s]
0,65 1,380986 0,002984 0,006783 0,007192
0,01381
0,65 2,102369 0,005955 0,010353 0,010949 0,021024
1,28 2,016506 0,002715 0,009639 0,010502 0,020165
0,75 2,179592 0,00357 0,010472 0,011351 0,021796
0,89 1,892328 0,003164
0,00833 0,009855 0,018923
1,04 1,806319 0,002502 0,007854 0,009407 0,018063
1,48 1,956058 0,002312 0,008568 0,010187 0,019561
0,9 2,003597 0,004154 0,008449 0,010435 0,020036
0,76 2,038114 0,005226 0,009282 0,010614 0,020381

Simulaiton:
model of Matzoros and Van Vliet:

deviation [g/m3]
0,005239
0,006435
60

relative deviation [%] correlation
164,2557
0,515641
201,3405
0,422933

Figure 25.
moderate wind: 5[m/s]
low temperature: average = 5,77 [C]

hour
5
6
7
8
9
10

measurements
simulation M&V
temp. wind
emission concentr concentr concentr 0.005*emission [g/s]
5,4
4,64 0,442583 0,001019 0,000952 0,000751 0,002213
5,4
5,03 1,466072 0,00273 0,003213 0,002487
0,00733
5,6
4,84 2,013728 0,004235 0,004403 0,003416 0,010069
5,5
5,01 1,835514 0,004039 0,004046 0,003114 0,009178
6,15
5,05 1,895911 0,003892 0,004046 0,003216
0,00948
6,55
4,52 2,003756 0,002955 0,004284 0,003399 0,010019

simulaiton:
model of Matzoros and Van Vliet:

deviation [g/m3]
3,68E-04
5,63E-04

relative deviation [%] correlation
12,88828
0,918882
18,31394
0,909547

Figure 26.
moderate wind: 5[m/s]
moderate temperature: average =
13,7 [C]

hour
6
7
8
9
10
11

measurements
simulation M&V
temp. wind
emission concentr concentr concentr 0.005*emission [g/s]
12,25
5,44 1,480928 0,002136 0,002737 0,002512 0,007405
12,8
4,52 2,216233 0,004809 0,004165 0,003759 0,011081
13,5
4,6 1,987819 0,004602 0,003689 0,003372 0,009939
13,95
4,64 2,086472 0,004188 0,003808 0,003539 0,010432
14,45
4,92 2,151567 0,003382 0,003927 0,00365 0,010758
15,4
5,15 1,957767 0,002865
0,00357 0,003321 0,009789

Simulaiton:
model of Matzoros and Van Vliet:

deviation [g/m3]
0,000632
0,000672
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relative deviation [%] correlation
18,53531
0,809278
17,58813
0,770888

Figure 27.
average wind
average
temperature

hour
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

5,25
7,36

measurements
simulation M&V
temp. wind
emission concentr concentr concentr emission [0.005*g/s]
6,2
4,46 0,280914 0,000601 0,000595 0,000506 0,001405
6,25
4,25 0,203991 0,000607 0,000357 0,000378
0,00102
7,6
4,84 0,151911 0,000523 0,000238 0,000262
0,00076
7,75
6,37 0,153423 0,000658 0,000119 0,000231 0,000767
7,3
6,74 0,307897 0,000716 0,000476 0,000453 0,001539
7,1
6,1 0,965844 0,002113 0,001785 0,001485 0,004829
6,95
7,04 1,060403 0,003973 0,001904 0,001529 0,005302
6,45
7,06 1,169914 0,003263 0,002023 0,001685
0,00585
6
5 1,285419 0,002671 0,002618 0,00218 0,006427
6,45
6,18 1,236172 0,001532
0,00238 0,00189 0,006181
6,85
6,84 1,2127 0,001409 0,002142 0,001771 0,006064
7,5
5,6 1,453419 0,001859 0,002737 0,002329 0,007267
8
6,73 1,231011 0,002098 0,002142 0,00181 0,006155
8,7
5,85 0,997653 0,002366 0,001785 0,001565 0,004988
8,75
2,91 1,346642 0,003372 0,003451 0,003133 0,006733
8,25
2,13 0,991592 0,003922 0,003332 0,002855 0,004958
7,95
3,65 1,103503 0,004275 0,002618 0,00223 0,005518
7,65
5,49 1,037978 0,002421 0,002023 0,001679
0,00519
7,3
4,6 1,199506 0,002915
0,00238 0,002126 0,005998
7,3
5,23 1,280344 0,001843 0,002499 0,002122 0,006402
6,95
4,44 1,009594 0,002013 0,002261 0,001824 0,005048
7,85
4,64 0,877889 0,001351 0,001785 0,001549 0,004389
7,85
4,53 0,745697 0,001313 0,001309 0,001333 0,003728
7,6
5,2 0,455436 0,000822 0,000833 0,000757 0,002277

simulaiton:
model of Matzoros and Van Vliet:

deviation [g/m3]
0,000529
0,000597
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relative deviation [%] correlation
28,0661
0,7777
28,0486
0,772925

Appendix B
Code of the class Csimulation.

class Csimulation
{
private:
int interval;
int stable;
Cdatabase *data;
int n_square;
int v;
int dir;

//time of one frame of simulation in
//minutes
//flag of stability
//pointer for the database
//number of squares covering the area of
//the simulation
//velocity and direction of wind

public:
Csimulation();
~Csimulation() {};
void set_meteo_coeff();
void
void
void
void
void
void

//sets dispersion coefficients
//of simulation
set_wind_param();
//sets dispersion
//coefficients of the simulation in
//dependence on wind
set_temp_param();
//sets dispersion coefficients of
//the simulation in dependence on
//temperature
set_d(float &d, float dC, int i); //sets dispersion coefficients
//of simulation in order to stop the dispersion in upwind
//direction
set_coeff();
//sets changed dispersion
//coefficients of the simulation when the simulation has
//lost its stability
set_iter(int &t, int &i);
//change the number of iterations when
//the simulation has lost its stability
set_database(Cdatabase *database); //sets the pointer to the
//database

void go(int frame_time, int time);
//performs a number of
//simulations of one interval
void _go(int time, int emiss_ratio);
//performs one simulation of one
//interval
void spread_pollution(int id, int time, int emiss_ratio);
//calculates
//a change and a concentration of pollution in a square
float _spread_pollution(int id);
//calculates a change and of
//pollution in a square
float calc_lost(int id);
//calculate the pollution that
//dispersed out of interest of simulation
void set_boundary();
//calculates the concentration //in
the squares on the boundary
void _set_boundary(int id, int dir);
//calculates the concentration
//in one square on the boundary
void show(); //debug
void save(); //debug
};
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Methods implemented in the class Csimulation.
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Csimulation::Csimulation()
{
n_square = 0;
interval = 1;
stable = 1;
v = 0;
dir = 1;
}
//*********************************************************************
//sets the pointer for the database
//*********************************************************************
void Csimulation::set_database(Cdatabase*database)
{
data = database;
n_square = data->get_n_square();
data->create_squares();
}
//*********************************************************************
//sets dispersion coefficients of simulation
//*********************************************************************
void Csimulation::set_meteo_coeff()
{
set_wind_param();
set_temp_param();
}
//*********************************************************************
//sets dispersion coefficients of the simulation in dependence on
//temperature
//*********************************************************************
void Csimulation::set_temp_param()
{
int i, j;
int n_s2;
float param[8];
float coeff;
//set the dispersion coefficients according
//to the temperature
coeff = (float)(1 - (A*data->get_conditions()->get_temp()+B)/C);
n_s2 = n_square*n_square;
for(i = 0; i < n_s2; i++)
{
for(j = 0; j < 8; j++)
param[j] = coeff*data->get_square(i)->get_D(j);
data->get_square(i)->set_param(1,param);
}
}
//*********************************************************************
//sets the parameters of wind for one step of simulation
//*********************************************************************
void Csimulation::set_wind_param()
{
int i, j;
int n_s2;
int _dir;
float param[8];
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float u;
data->get_conditions()->get_wind(&v,&dir);
//set the weather
//conditions of the simulation
n_s2 = n_square*n_square;
for(i = 0; i < n_s2; i++)
{
if(v)
{
if(data->get_square(i)->get_source() >= 0)
//calculate
//the wind velocity at the street level
u = v/(0.59 + 0.11*v);
else
u = v;
_dir = modulo(dir,4);

//find the opposite direction of
//wind to the given one

param[modulo(_dir,1)]=param[_dir]=param[modulo(_dir,1)]=param[modulo(dir,1)]=param[dir]=param[modulo(dir,1)] = 4/3*u*COEF;
param[modulo(dir,-2)]=param[modulo(dir,2)] = COEF;
}
else
for(j = 0; j < 8; j++)
param[j] = COEF;
data->get_square(i)->set_param(1,param);
}
}
//*********************************************************************
//sets changed dispersion coefficients of simulation when
//the simulation has lost its stability
//*********************************************************************
void Csimulation::set_coeff()
{
int i, j;
int n_square2;
Csquare *sqr;
float param[8];
n_square2 = n_square*n_square;
for(i = 0; i < n_square2; i++)
{
sqr = data->get_square(i);
for(j = 0; j < 8; j++)
param[j] = (sqr->get_D(j))/2;

//decrease the parameters
//of dispersion

sqr->set_param(1,param);
}
}
//*********************************************************************
//change the number of iterations when the simulation
//has lost its stability
//*********************************************************************
void Csimulation::set_iter(int &t, int &i)
{
t *= 2;
i *= 2;
}
//*********************************************************************
//performs a few steps of the simulation
//*********************************************************************
void Csimulation::go(int frame_time, int time)
{
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int i, j;
int n_square2;
set_meteo_coeff(); //set dispersion coefficients of the simulation
data->set_init_poll();

//set initial pollution in squares

for(i = 0; i < frame_time; i += interval)
{
_go(time,frame_time/FT);
//make a step of the simulation
while(!stable)
//if the simulation is not stable
{
stable = 1;
set_coeff();
//decrease the parameters
set_iter(frame_time,i); //increase time of the simulation
_go(time,frame_time/FT);//make a step of the simulation
}
n_square2 = n_square*n_square;
for(j = 0; j < n_square2; j++)
//move actual state to
//previous state
data->get_square(j)->prepare_next_step();
}
data->set_final_poll();
//
}

save();

//save the concentration of pollution
//after performed simulation

//debug only

//*********************************************************************
//performs one step of simulation
//*********************************************************************
void Csimulation::_go(int time, int emiss_ratio)
{
int i,j;
for(i = 1; i < n_square-1; i++)
for(j = 1; j < n_square-1; j++)

//calculate a next state of each
//square
spread_pollution(j+i*n_square,time,emiss_ratio);
set_boundary();
//set the values of the boundarys quares
}
//*********************************************************************
//calculates a change and a concentration of pollution in a square
//*********************************************************************
void Csimulation::spread_pollution(int id, int time, int emiss_ratio)
{
int f_ind;
float emission;
float moved;
moved = _spread_pollution(id);
//calculate the change of pollution
f_ind = data->get_square(id)->get_f_index();//get emission if a square
//is a source one
if(f_ind >= 0)
{
emission = data->get_emission(f_ind,time)/4.0;
emission = emission/emiss_ratio;
}
else
emission = 0;
if(!data->get_square(id)->calculate_concentr(emission,moved))
//calculate a new, actual concentration
stable = 0;
//set a flag if the simulation is not stable
}
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//*********************************************************************
//calculates a change of pollution in a square
//*********************************************************************
float Csimulation::_spread_pollution(int id)
{
int i,j;
float param;
float d1, d2;
float dC1, dC2;
double dx1, dx2;
float moved = 0;
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
{
pollution

//for each of 8 neighbours
//calculate quantity of moved
//according to a neighbour's position

j = modulo(i,4);
if(odd(i))

//calculate the distance between a
//given square and adjacent ones
dx1=dx2 = data->get_sqr_edge();

else
dx1=dx2 = SQ2*data->get_sqr_edge();
if(data->get_square(id)->get_H(i) > 0) //calculate the effective
//distance between a given square and adjacent ones
{
//according to a height of buildings
param = data->get_square(id)->get_H(i);
dx1 = 2*sqrt(dx1*dx1/4 + param*param);
}
if(data->get_square(id)->get_H(j) > 0)
{
param = data->get_square(id)->get_H(j);
dx2 = 2*sqrt(dx2*dx2/4 + param*param);
}
d1 = data->get_square(id)->get_D(i);
dC1 = data->get_adjacent(id,i)->get_conc_p() - data>get_square(id)->get_conc_p();
d2 = data->get_square(id)->get_D(j);
dC2 = data->get_adjacent(id,j)->get_conc_p() - data>get_square(id)->get_conc_p();
set_d(d1,dC1,i);
set_d(d2,dC2,j);
moved += (float)(d1*dC1/(dx1*dx1) + d2*dC2/(dx2*dx2));
//calculate a moved pollution
}
moved -= calc_lost(id);
return moved;
}
//*********************************************************************
//sets dispersion coefficients of simulation in order to stop
//the dispersion in upwind direction
//*********************************************************************
void Csimulation::set_d(float &d, float dC, int i)
{
int _dir;
if(v)
{
if(i == dir || i == modulo(dir,1) || i == modulo(dir,-1))
if(dC < 0)
d = 0;
_dir = modulo(dir,4);
if(i == _dir || i == modulo(_dir,1) || i == modulo(_dir,-1))
if(dC > 0)
d = 0;
}
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}
//*********************************************************************
//calculate the pollution that dispersed out of interest of simulation
//*********************************************************************
float Csimulation::calc_lost(int id)
{
int i;
float coeff = 1;
float cp;
for(i = 0; i < 8; i++)
coeff += data->get_square(id)->get_D(i);
coeff = coeff/80;
cp = data->get_square(id)->get_conc_p();
return (float)(DISP*coeff*cp);
}
//*********************************************************************
//sets the concentration of polluiton in the boundary squares
//*********************************************************************
void Csimulation::set_boundary()
{
int i;
for(i = n_square+1; i < 2*n_square-1; i++)
_set_boundary(i,1);
for(i = 2*n_square-2; i < n_square*n_square-1; i += n_square)
_set_boundary(i,3);
for(i = n_square*(n_square-2)+1; i < n_square*(n_square-1)-2; i++)
_set_boundary(i,5);
for(i = n_square+1; i < n_square*(n_square-1); i += n_square)
_set_boundary(i,7);
_set_boundary(n_square+1,0);
_set_boundary(2*n_square-2,2);
_set_boundary(n_square*(n_square-1)-2,4);
_set_boundary(n_square*(n_square-2)+1,6);
}
//*********************************************************************
//sets the concentration of polluiton in the boundary squares
//*********************************************************************
void Csimulation::_set_boundary(int id, int dir)
{
int i;
Csquare *sqr;
Csquare *adj;
float c = 0;
float dc = 0;
int found = 0;
sqr = data->get_square(id);
//get a given square
if(sqr->get_source() >= 0)
//if it's a source one
{
if(sqr->get_H(dir) == 0)
//if a boundary square is a source one
{
adj = data->get_adjacent(id,dir); //set the same
//pollution that in the given square
c
= sqr->get_conc_a();
adj->set_conc_a(c);
}
else
//if the boundary square is not a source one
{
i = modulo(dir,1);
while(!found)
//find an adjacent not source square
{
i = modulo(i,1);
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if(sqr->get_H(i) > 0)
{
adj = data->get_adjacent(id,i);
c
= adj->get_conc_a();
adj = data->get_adjacent(id,dir);
adj->set_conc_a(c); //set the concentration
//from the not source squre that was found
found =1;
}
if(i == modulo(dir,-2))
{
if(!found)
{
adj = data->get_adjacent(id,dir);
c
= data->get_square(id)>get_conc_a();
adj->set_conc_a(c);
}
found =1;
}
}
}
}
else
{

//the given square is not source

adj = data->get_adjacent(id,modulo(dir,4));
dc
= adj->get_conc_a() - sqr->get_conc_a();
if(dc < 0.0)
//check in which direction spreads pollution
dc *= -1;
adj = data->get_adjacent(id,dir);
c
= sqr->get_conc_a();
if(dc < DELTA)
adj->set_conc_a(c);
//if it spreads parallel to the
//boundary, set the same concentration that is in
//the given square
else
if(c - dc > 0.0)
adj->set_conc_a(c-dc);
//if it spreads towards
//the boundary, set a smaller concentration then is in the given square
else
adj->set_conc_a((c-dc)/2); //if it spreads towards
//the boundary, set a smaller concentration then is in the given square
}
}
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Appendix C
Code of the class Cdatabase
class Cdatabase
{
private:
int dbid;
//identification number of the database
int x;
//size of the grid of squares
int y;
int sqr_edge;
//length of the edge of a square in meters
int n_square;
//number of squares lying on the edge of the grid
int n_str_seg;
//number of street segments
int n_function;
//number of functions of emission
int last_conc;
//index of the recording frame
Csquare **square;
//grid of squares
Cfunction *function;
//list of functions
Cstreet_segment **street_segm;
//network of street segments
Cconditions conditions;
//meteorological conditions
public:
Cdatabase();
Cdatabase(int n_sq, int n_str);
~Cdatabase();
void set_ID(int nid);
int get_ID();
void set_size(int nx, int ny);
int get_xsize();
int get_ysize();
int get_last();
void add_last();
void set_history_length(int k);

//sets the length of the
//recorded simulation

void cut_history_beg(int k);
//methods connected with street segments
int new_street(int i, int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2, int width, int
h_l, int h_r);
Cstreet_segment *get_street(int i);
int calc_street_pollution(int id, int i_conc);
void set_street_fun(int i_street, int i_fun);
void show_streets();
void set_segm_num(int n);
int get_segm_num();
//methods connected with squares
void set_init_poll();
void set_final_poll();
void create_squares();
Csquare *get_square(int i);
int get_n_square();
void set_sources(Cstreet_segment *str_seg);

//sets the squares lying
//under a street segment

void set_buildings(Cstreet_segment *str_seg);
Csquare *get_adjacent(int id, int i);
//returns square adjacent
//to the given one
void get_adjacent(int id, int i, int &x, int &y);
int get_square_level(int x, int y, int index);//returns concentration in
//the given square
void set_square_level(int pollution, int x, int y, int index);
//sets //concentration in the given
square
int get_sqr_edge();
//methods connected with functions of emission
float get_emission(int i, int h);
void add_function(int e[24]);
int get_fun_num();
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Cfunction *get_function(int i);
Cfunction *get_function(CString fname);
Cfunction *get_function();
BOOL new_function(CString nname, Cfunction *nfunction, int id=-1);
void delete_function(CString dname);
//methods connected with conditions
Cconditions *get_conditions();
void set_conditions(int v, int dir, int t);
};

Code of the class Cstreet_segment
class Cstreet_segment
{
private:
int x1;
//coordinates of the street
int y1;
int x2;
int y2;
int width;
int height_l;
//height of the buildings on the left
int height_r;
//and right side of the street
int f_index;
//index of the function of emission
int *start_adj;
//street segments adjacent to the given
int n_start;
//number of adjacent segments
int *fin_adj;
int n_fin;
int *squares;
//squares situated under the street segment
int n_sqrs;
//number of these squares
int selected;
//flag if the segment is selected
CStreetVisConst m_StreetVisConst;
public:
Cstreet_segment();
Cstreet_segment(int nx1, int ny1, int nx2, int ny2, char nwidth, char
nheight_l, char nheight_r);
~Cstreet_segment();
void set_connections(int n_s, int *start, int n_f, int *fin);
//sets
//connections with adjacent segments
int get_num_beg();
//gets number of adjacent segments
int get_num_end();
int get_beg(int i);
//gets an index of adjacent segment
int get_end(int i);
void set_function(int f_i);
//sets emission at the street
int get_function();
int get_startx();
int get_starty();
int get_endx();
int get_endy();
int get_width();
int get_left_height();
int get_right_height();
int is_selected();
void select();
void get_begining(int &x, int &y, int sqr_edge);
//gets coordinates
//of the squares at the ends of the street segment
void get_end(int &x, int &y, int sqr_edge);
double distance(int x, int y);
//calculates distance from a
//square to the street
void get_direction(int &dir1, int &dir2);//gets direction of the street
void set_squares(int n, int *sqrs);
int *get_squares(int &n);
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//sets indices of squares under
//the street

void get_corners(int &min_x,int &min_y, int &max_x, int &max_y, int
sqr_edge);
//gets coordinates of the squares at the beginning and the
//end of segment
int get_n_sqrs();
int *get_sqrs();
int get_h(int x, int y);
//gets height of the buildings depending on
//the position of a square
void precalculate();
CStreetVisConst*GetStreetVisConst(){return &m_StreetVisConst;}
int is_your_area(int x, int y);
};

Code of the class Csquare
class Csquare
{
private:
int source;

// -1: not source square
// >=0: source square = index of an emission funtion

Tparameter parameter;

float conc_p;
float conc_a;
float concentr[CONC_NUM];

//parameters of the simulation
//parameter[0]:
// -1 - no neighbour in this place
// 0 - square without boundries
// >0 - parameter dependent on the height of
//
building
//parameter[1]:
//diffusion coefficient
//previous concentration
//actual concentration
//concentration saved after a number of
//intervals

public:
Csquare();
int calculate_concentr(float emission, float moved); //calculates an
//actual concentration
void move_pollution(int id, int quantity[8]); //moves pollution from
the
//id square to its neighbours
void prepare_next_step(); //moves the pollution from the actual state
//to the previous one
void set_source(int i);
int get_f_index();
void add_pollution(float q);
void set_pollution(int last);
void set_param(int i, float param[8]);
void temp_show();
//debug
void cut_hist_beg(int k, int last);
//cuts off k first calculations
//of the concentration
int get_source();
void set_concentr(float quantity, int last);
void set_concentr(int last);
int get_concentr(int last);
float get_conc_a();
void set_conc_a(float q);
float get_conc_p();
void set_conc_p(float q);
int get_last();
float get_H(int i);
void set_H(int i, int h);
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float get_D(int i);
};

Code of the class Cfunction
class Cfunction
{
private:
int id;
CString name;
Temission emission;
int n_street;
function
Cfunction *next;

//emission for every hour of a day
//number of streets connected with the
//pointer for the next function in a list

public:
Cfunction();
Cfunction(int i, int e[24],int str_assigned, Cfunction *p);
Cfunction(int i, CString nname,int e[24], int str_assigned, Cfunction
*p);
void set_ID(int nid);
int get_ID();
int get_id();
Cfunction *get_next();
void set_next(Cfunction *p);
CString get_name();
void set_name(CString nname);
int get_street_number();
void set_street_number(int n);
void add_street();
void subtract_street();
float get_emission(int time);
int *get_emission();
void set_emission(int time, int e);
void set_emission(int e[]);
};

Code of the class Cconditions
struct Swind
{
int velocity;
int direction;
};
class Cconditions
{
private:
Swind wind;
int temp;
public:
Cconditions();
void set_wind(int v, int dir);
void get_wind(int *v, int *dir);
void set_temp(int t);
int get_temp();
};
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